










So a few years back I reviewed a horror flick for DVD Talk called The Plague. Not great, not awful, but 
kind of a choppy time-waster that starts out with a cool premise before devolving into some sort of 
forgettable zombie affair. A few months later I got an email from The Plague director Hal Masonberg, 
thanking me for the review, but also intent on setting the record straight: That a film he directed, co-wrote, 
and had big plans for ... was basically yanked out of his hands by Sony (Screen Gems Division), re-cut 
(badly), and dumped onto the video market with Clive Barker's name in front of the title. (Barker's 
production company made the film, but it is not based on anything he has ever written, so it seems really production company made the film, but it is not based on anything he has ever written, so it seems really 
obnoxious to call it Clive Barker's The Plague. Of course I mean no disrespect to Clive Barker, who is a 
true lord among horror writers, but I'm just a little confused.)

I'm certainly not the first horror geek to cover this tale, but I figure it's worth mentioning again -- simply 
because I like people who try to make good horror films, and I say Hal Masonberg got screwed bad. Now 
the guy is risking some burnt bridges because he simply WILL NOT STOP trying to get his "Writer's & 
Director's Cut" released by SonDirector's Cut" released by Sony. The man is in a tough spot because it's really hard to support a Special 
Edition DVD when the first DVD went mostly unnoticed -- but Sony seems to think Hal has the better part 
of a million bucks, because that's what they're asking in return for the rights to the property.

And I think it's a little ironic that, about a year later, Mr. Barker himself was dealing with all sorts of 
miseries because a distributor (Lionsgate) was screwing one of HIS movies (Midnight Meat Train). Not 
re-cutting it and sucking its soul out, but messing with its theatrical release, which is also annoying, I 



suppose. Anyway, long story short: Masonberg's preferred version is about fifteen times better than the
one you (maybe) saw on DVD. Not brilliant, not a masterpiece, but a fine little horror tale that wanted to 
trade in a little character, depth and ambiguity -- and then got absolutely screwed for it.

For a whole lot more on this annoying story, check out Hal's Spreading the Plague website. I'd recommend 
you start with this article first and then pick through the home page. (There's also an hour-long 
documentary that covers the whole story, as well as a petition so you can help out a little.) And y'know, it's 
not just because it's a horror flick that this irks me so much ... it's that someone's passion project was not just because it's a horror flick that this irks me so much ... it's that someone's passion project was 
taken away, transformed, trashed, and basically forgotten about. For lots of young filmmakers, that might 
be OK, perhaps even a necessary step on the painful trip up the Hollywood ladder -- but think about it: 
What if it was your movie?































This Stupendous Thought is a type of promotional ad. Or at least one type of ad. Nothing 
hidden, nothing subliminal, just unequivocally direct and as appropriate as an aged bottle of 
J&B in a 70's Italian film. With one difference. I don't get a percentage. I was not paid to write 
this.

This is an American horror film from 2006 called The Plague. As of today, this is the first and 
only film by a director named Hal Masonberg. It is unreleased in Italy. Among the producers 
you'll find Clive Barker's name, but his involvement is dubious.you'll find Clive Barker's name, but his involvement is dubious. The protagonist is played by 
James Van der Beek. In Post Production, Sony Screen Gems, who distributed the film, took it 
from the hands of Hal Masonberg and did not use his cut. It was released on DVD in the US. 
Shockingly cut and pasted together, this so called "producer's cut" disrupts the director's original 
version. It wasn't meant to make you think nor make a horror masterpiece of the decade, and it 
claimed no ownership as it navigated the horror genre with minimal originality. A little too 
obviously, according to the market.

As of today, Masonberg is not at peace. So much so that he has prepared a writers & director's cut unpublished and 
unavailable for purchase but ready for printing in a double DVD. In the hopes that Sony will notice and decide to make it an 
official product for sale. All this and much more is explained in detail here: www.spreadingtheplague.com. There is even a 
link to a petition.

Let's be clear. The Plague, in its original and integral version (I have not seen the reworked version) is far from being a 
production that horror fans MUST see. However, it is the attempt by a filmmaker who loves the genre (and understands it) 
enough to depart a little from convention, looking for a little bit of seriousness where it is increasingly dienough to depart a little from convention, looking for a little bit of seriousness where it is increasingly difficult to find. And 
above all, when possible, without easily compromising, avoiding explicit gore, contrived scares, and a happy ending. It is the 
story of a group of people chased and decimated by a number of teenagers, with not exactly friendly intentions, who suddenly 
awaken after a mysterious coma that has lasted ten years. Anyone can remember the memorable, take the references they 
prefer, get back to the memory of every past horror movie he wants. But this is not the crux of the matter. The bottom line is 
that the production is terrifying because of the slowed performances, the sometimes surprising and unexpected editing, and of that the production is terrifying because of the slowed performances, the sometimes surprising and unexpected editing, and of 
the refined suspense here and there.

This "hypothetical" double disc reports how each element should 
have been. The quality, of course, is what it is: having to do 
everything himself without the help of the studio or ad hoc 
equipment, Masonberg has struggled over a work-print (not in HD) 
that has not been color-corrected (the cinematography is by Bill 
Butler, his latest addition), but also the visual effects (see the green 
screen) and sound mixing were adversely escreen) and sound mixing were adversely effected.

In short, the result is not Blu-ray, although it is by far the most 
watchable and "finished" work-print I have ever seen. The commitment by Masonberg to make as much of a decent product as 
possible with non professional tools deserves respect: the DVD has everything to which we are accustomed to, from 
commentary to deleted scenes, to the traditional storyboards and featurette.

However beyond philological analysis of the merits and defects (which there are, without a doubt) of the writers and director's 
cut of The Plague, why am I taking the trouble of this promotion? Why do I invest in an affair of this kind? Because Hal 
MasonbeMasonberg is the descendant - far from the last, I'm sure - of a generation that "makes a film" that has been interfered with, 
blocked by or tampered with by the system. On either side of the ocean.



Whether it's regarding the horror film or a Mr. Nobody or the blockbuster of a celebrated auteur, it makes no difference: at the 
end, under the guillotine of censorship and the dictates of power, there is always, however intrepid, the desire to try and 
experiment; the desire - humble, visionary, suicidal - to speak out from the pack. If Hollywood is taken upon by a rookie 
fighting for a product of few expectations, not to mention its genre, it means that once again the dagger is on the side of the 
handle and we have to support him. Old story.

Has anyone changed their mind and thought differently after such efforts? Perhaps no one has any desire to fight for these 
things anymore, at least not as they did in the past, when principle triumphed over figures, but after so much toil, after so things anymore, at least not as they did in the past, when principle triumphed over figures, but after so much toil, after so 
much water under the bridge, after so many cinephiles and purists pursued delusions, and sometimes miraculously reached 
them, after all the philology, high and low, heralded with super mystic pride, of which I never regret, I find myself once again 
siding with any expression of freedom. Even the most insignificant. Crazy stuff.



The Plague: Writers & Director Cut

This is a cautionary tale. Not just the film, but the story of what happens after the film is made. Hal 
Masonberg and Teal Minton sold their horror script THE PLAGUE to Armada Pictures (although Screen 
Gems came on as financier/distributor without their knowledge) in 2002, and thanks to Masonberg's 
vivid animatic storyboards along with the fact that the pair would not sell the screenplay without him 
as director, the film was greenlit. Not bad for a 3.5 milllion dollar Clive Barker production, although this 
film is far removed from the typical Barker film and ultimately became part of the post-production woe. 
AAnd THE PLAGUE is a cautionary horror tale, the story of what happens when the children of the world 
fall into a seemingly non-stop comatose slumber. Tom Russel (James Van Der Beek) returns to his town 
after serving time for a bar fight murder and tries to retrace his steps back into humanity. HIs first stop 
is his estranged widowed brother, whose own son has fallen into forever sleep. Along with that, Tom's 
wife Jean (CASINO ROYALE's Ivana Milicevic) struggles to forgive him as does her brother, the wily Sam
 (Brad Hunt). But soon after Tom returns, more pressing matters arise as the children wake up en masse...

and they are not happy.

SuffiSuffice to say, violence and bloodshed ensues as Tom finds himself in charge of a disparate group, 
including his wife, her brother, the kindly sheriff Cal (John P. Connolly) and his wife Nora (Dee 

Wallace-Stone). Add to this mix the only teens in the town not effected by the plague, Kip and Claire, 
and lead them across a minor battlefield of the hospital and eventually the church, and you have the 
makings of a unique, thoughtful and sometimes powerful meditation on the nature of children and the 

world's violence.

The problem for the filmmakers is that after they finished the exact script that was approved to be made 
iinto an under 4 million dollar film for Clive Barker's company in an attempt to expand their horror genre, 
the producers ended up forgetting what they had paid for in the first place. Masonberg's blanket support
 eroded in post-production as one of the producer's straight-up told him he only wanted a "killer kid" 
movie. Which is the farthest thing from the subtle and allegorical story that Masonberg put together for 

his first cut.

Sadly this is where the story becomes archetypal as the director was barred from the editing room as the 
producers sought to make a more expedient version. Whole scenes were altered through obvious editing 

rrather than the connective visual strands of Masonberg's cut. Worse, even Dee Wallace-
Stone's part was practically truncated to shots of her in peril screaming. You don't pull on Superman's 

cape, you don't mess around with Jim and you don't cut E.T.'s mom out of a movie. There is more chainsaw 
editing. Character beats are gone, tiny moments make the horror more effective, since you feel more 

emotionally involved with the people. Effective or evocative shots have been removed at random, and perhaps
 the most powerful scene in the film, involving one of the only unaffected teens and her deadly sister has been

 rendered impotent.



Since the cinematographer is the legendary Bill Butler (JAWS and THE CONVERSATION among others) this is 
particularly unfair as the clumsy editing has altered the film's entire visual design along with Masonberg's 

directorial subtlty.

THE PLAGUE was never intended to be THE CHILDREN (1980) or DEVIL TIMES FIVE (1974), both terrific 
exploitation films in their own sick right, but it's more in the realm of THE INNOCENTS (1964). The 

ending doesn't leave you with typical Hollywood explanations, but the clues are there, particulary in the 
didirector's cut. This should not be marketed as Clive Barker Hard-Gore Horror, but as a more engaged, 

suspenseful apocalyptic cautionary.

Masonberg has been very pro-active trying to get his version released and is building up quite a network 
of support from those who have seen his version of THE PLAGUE. You can sign a petition here and

find a wealth of further information, including articles, plus a revealing documentary on the film featuring 
interviews with Dee Wallace-Stone, other cast members, and noted genre experts. It's worth a look and 

worthy to get the word out to preserve the writer/director's unique, unsettling vision.































































The subconcious is an interesting thing and 
definitely the best focal point of any conversation. 
Believe me — I know first hand. Think of that 
aspect and think of a horror film. Is it really better 

To call this film a blatant horror film would be an insult. This film is truly a 
dramatic film with horrific elements — not horrific because it̓s in your face 
and jumping at you, but horrific because it hits close to home. This truly is a 
film to make you think — a film that coincides with the problems we face 
today (the economy, the fear of sickness) and also something that never took 
the audience for granted. Never once did I feel like anything has been 
“dumbed down.”“dumbed down.”

I was lucky enough to chat with Hal himself and ask him a few questions. It 
seems that when his contract was up on the film, the production company 
decided they didn̓t need his input anymore. They took what had come out 

of the film through dailies and turned it into a “Killer Kid Flick.” Unfortunately, this was not the original 
intention of the film. Most first time directors would just lay low and let it happen. However, Hal 
wasn̓t going down without a fight. He has started a website that offers petitions to be signed and get 
his directors̓ cut released.

Imagine you̓re a first-time filmmaker with a story to tell — something you̓re really passionate about. 

A ̒PLAGUE̓ WORTH SPREADING
Can I Spell This Out For You?



what he is doing. Not only is he genuine and secure, 
but he̓s fighting for what̓s right.

Since the initial launch of the site, Hal has recieved 
1,500 signatures on the petition from fans wanting to 
see the Director̓s Cut. A task was completed by some 
very enthusiastic fans which involved sending the 
studio e-mails, demanding they see his cut. Although studio e-mails, demanding they see his cut. Although 
the distributor has asked for $1 million before they 
relinquish anything over, Hal isn̓t fazed. He has 
maintained a cool composure during this, and in the end, he̓s learned a lot — both good and bad.

Can I spell this out for you (well, obviously): this is a film that not only needs to be seen but deserves 
to be seen. What a breath of fresh air it was to watch something that really appreciated the fact that 
the majority of us are pretty smart people and we like to go against the norm. The film grabs you at 
the begining and never lets you go. It takes you almost on a roller coaster ride that you don̓t want to the begining and never lets you go. It takes you almost on a roller coaster ride that you don̓t want to 
get off. I cannot express how much I wish all of you could be as lucky as I am and actually see what 
this movie was intended to be. It̓s unfortunate, for all involved, that this film was not recognized for 
its true potential. My advice to all of you is to demand to see the film; prove you̓re not stupid and do 
not deserve to be treated that way. I̓ve urged everyone I know to sign the petition and sit back and 
watch an entertaining film that deserves your appreciation.

At the last minute, you̓re taken off from something you̓ve contrived and it̓s thrown together into 
something you never envisioned. That sucks, right? Speaking with Hal personally made me admire































The Plague (2006)
JULY 4, 2008

GENRE: KILLER KID, ZOMBIE
SOURCE: DVD (STORE RENTAL)

My interest in seeing The Plague was piqued a week or so ago when an online article about Midnight Meat Train 
fans attempting to get the film a wider release caught the attention of the former film’s director, one Hal 
Masonberg. In a comment on the article, he related a story of how his film, which was also produced by Clive 
Barker, had a heated post production process and was ultimately dumped on DVD in a form he didn’t approve 
oof, and thus he was mounting his own campaign to get his version of the film released. You can check out the info here if that sort of thing interests you. I am all for filmmakers getting their vision presented in the manner they intended, but his comments on the article seem a bit spiteful, so I have no opinion one way or the other as of this time (12:53 pm on a different day than the one this review is dated).

Whoever’s vision the released version of The Plague’s is, it’s a pretty good one for the first hour. We essentially 
have a sort of traditional zombie movie setup/execution, except the zombies are not actually undead. Ten years 
pprior to the film’s events, every child under the age of 9 suddenly went into a comatose state. New children were 
stillborn, and the kids just old enough to avoid the plague have seemingly all become delinquents. Anyway, all
of a sudden they wake up, and begin killing everyone, naturally.

None of this is ever explained (the deleted scenes are no help), but the pace and tension are above average for a 
horror movie starring a Dawson’s Creek cast member (the Beek himself, faring far better than in Final Draft). Like 
the best zombie movies, eventually we get all of our characters trapped in one location, and the movie truly 
shines heshines here (though the slower stuff at the beginning is also pretty good – I always like the “hometown boy 
returns and everyone now hates him” scenario).

Unfortunately, almost the instant they leave the movie falls apart. The tension is gone, for starters – there are 
two people left with 20 minutes to go, so we know they’ll be OK for most of that time. Worse, the ending doesn’t 
make a goddamn lick of sense – it has something to do with Dawson being reincarnated, and his new body not 
only has his memories, but also his copy of "The Grapes of Wrath". Huh? Plus it comes out of nowhere, and since 
the plague itself is nethe plague itself is never explained, this is a bit problematic. Maybe the original cut explained this more, but if 
so, why not have that stuff in the deleted scenes? I don’t require explanations for these types of movies – none 
of Romero’s zombie films ever had a real explanation for it all, but at least provide an explanation for the film’s 
resolution, if nothing else.

The film was shot by Bill Butler, who also shot Jaws. Since I was going to see Jaws in a backyard screening the 
next day, I found this interesting. Maybe I should always string my movies together via a cast or crew member, 
like like Quint does on his movie a day column (to sort of return the favor). Not surprisingly, it’s also a much better 
looking film than I expected (bonus points for almost tricking me into thinking Canada was New Hampshire, 
where the film is set). And I don’t know who is responsible for them, but there are two shots in particular that 
really impressed me. One is a shot of all the comatose kids (before they wake up and start killing everyone); we 
watch as they convulse (which they do every day at 10 am and 10 pm) while their attending nurses chat and



laugh because they are so used to this disturbing event by now. The other was an insert shot of a sugar cube – 
the guy puts only one corner of the cube in his coffee, and the liquid sort of sponges itself over the rest of the 
un-submerged cube. I dunno why, but it’s fucking cool, and I’m totally doing that next time I have sugar cubes.

The aforementioned deleted scenes ARE actually worth a look, even if they don’t help clarify the film’s events. 
It’s mainly extensions of existing scenes; character touches that wouldn’t have hurt or slowed the film any (it’s 
pretty short anyway – 88 minutes. Surely another 3-4 of character stuff wouldn’t have been the end of the world).
 One of the  One of the few full blown DELETED scenes involves a priest who is the first to see Dawson when he comes back 
to the town, something that definitely should have been left in as his first appearance now is incredibly awkward,
 and also gives the priest more to do, as he is later killed without ever really being introduced. There’s also a fairly 
entertaining commentary track by two of the actors and the film’s editor, who briefly mention the film’s re-editing
and such, but mainly ramble about other stuff (at one point, one of the actors tries to explain how hot Ivana 
Milicevic is without sounding like a creepy dude. Doesn’t quite pull it off.). Sadly, they don’t bother explaining 
the ending eithethe ending either. Oh well.

All in all, worth a look. I am very curious to see the director’s cut to see if these problems are corrected or simply 
made more glaring. I can definitely sense a completely solid (though not perfect) movie in there.

What say you?















Cut!
Posted in Film on July 9, 2008 by christian

Because the recent discovery of a complete 1927 print of METROPOLIS has set cinephile hearts everywhere
reeling with the promise of What Else Is Out There? I thought it’d be fun to compile a list of my favored lost 
cuts of dream films. These are in no particular order or desire, as I’d kill for any of them. Feel free to add on your 
own missing masterpieces:

KING KONG - If I had a time machine, I would go back immediately to 1933 and physically stop producer...
EASY RIDER - The original five hour cut of the 1969 film would have been a motorcycle epic...
THETHE WIZARD OF OZ - Yes, I’d love to see more of those shorn musical numbers, especially the infamous ...
CASINO ROYALE - No, not more scenes of Bond on cell phones or playing Texas Hold ‘em. I’m talking about the...
A NEW LEAF - Elaine May’s writing/directorial debut with Walter Matthau was a hit for Paramount in 1971...
ANHEDONIA - Before it became ANNIE HALL, Woody’s first cut in 1975 was over two hours and was a ...
SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES - One of Walt Disney Studio’s big box-office failures from 1983 was a...
THE DAY THE CLOWN CRIED - The Jerry Lewis infamous Holocaust Clown epic was filmed in 1969-70...

THE PLTHE PLAGUE - This is a cautionary tale. Not just the film, but the story of what happens after the film is made. 
Hal Masonberg and Teal Minton sold their horror script THE PLAGUE to Armada Pictures (although Screen Gems
 came on as financier/distributor without their knowledge) in 2002, and thanks to Masonberg’s vivid animatic 
storyboards along with the fact that the pair would not sell the screenplay without him as director, the film was 
greenlit. Not bad for a 3.5 million dollar Clive Barker production, although this film is far removed from the 
typical Barker film and ultimately became part of the post-production woe. And THE PLAGUE is a cautionary 
hohorror tale, the story of what happens when the children of the world fall into a comatose slumber. Sadly, this 
is where the story becomes archetypal as the director was barred from the editing room as the producers 
sought to make a more expedient version. Whole scenes were altered through obvious editing rather than the 
connective visual strands of Masonberg’s cut. Worse, even Dee Wallace-Stone’s part was truncated to shots of 
her in peril screaming. Since the cinematographer is the legendary Bill Butler (JAWS and THE CONVERSATION) 
this is particularly unfair as the chainsaw editing has altered the film’s entire visual design along with the 
didirectorial subtlty. Masonberg has been very pro-active trying to get his version released and is building up a 
network of support from those who have seen his version of THE PLAGUE. You can sign a petition here and 
find a wealth of information, plus a revealing documentary featuring interviews with Dee Wallace-Stone, other 
cast members, and noted genre experts (including this humble writer). It’s worth a look and worthy to get the 
word out to preserve the writer/director’s unique, unsettling vision.

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES - By 1970, the waning days of the Road Show movie epics, studios...
SMOKSMOKEY IS THE BANDIT - Believe it or not, the third sequel to 1977’s beloved SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT was...
BACK TO THE FUTURE - It’s not that I love this 1985 film, as I think it’s extremely likable and clever...



"Me at Cliffs Edge, Hal David Masonberg‘s The Plague vs. Sony the Goliath and Drew Barrymore"

Recently I was invited by writer, director Hal Masonberg for a private and almost "illegal" screening 
of the writer's and director's cut of "The Plague".  On the day the screening was set, I went to "Cliff's 
Edge" on Sunset in Silverlake (http://www.cliffsedgecafe.com ) for a late, relaxed Sunday brunch with 
Bloody Marys and settled under trees. As always I experienced a very warm welcome by PIERRE 
CASANOVA and his friendly, outstanding service staff. After I enjoyed Chef KURT CHULWITZ's 
perfectly poached eggs with bacon and young frisee salad, the later of which was marinated with a perfectly poached eggs with bacon and young frisee salad, the later of which was marinated with a 
delicious mustard dressing. Deeply satisfied, I left "Pierre's Oasis of Pleasures" and decided to have 
a little dessert at "Good Beer" right across the street, in the form of a liquid good temperate "Honey 
Blond". Right after crossing the street, guess who stands in front of me? Drew Barrymore, charming 
as only Drew could be and blond too, but simply too sweet (I mean this in good way Drew!), 
especially when you are already prepared and in the mood for a nice brewed blond at "Good Beer".  
Instead of stalking and asking her stupid questions, I decided to grab a sunny spot at "Good's" and 
enjoy my "liquid dessert" while preparing for Hal Masonbergs upcoming screening. While going thru enjoy my "liquid dessert" while preparing for Hal Masonbergs upcoming screening. While going thru 
the cast credits of "The Plague" I had to laugh because I thought that's quite funny that I just saw 
Drew Barrymore and later on I will see her on screen mother from E.T., Dee Wallace, in Hal 
Masonberg's version of "The Plague"!

A couple of hours later I was at Mr. Masonberg's private screening room looking forward to seeing his 
cut of the "The Plague" aka "Clive Barkers the Plague". Are you confused now? You should be, 
because there are a lot of strange things surrounding Hal Masonberg's movie. The funny thing about it 
is that Clive Barker didn't write a single word of "The Plague" nor is it a in anyway a Clive Barker is that Clive Barker didn't write a single word of "The Plague" nor is it a in anyway a Clive Barker 
movie. So why didn't they put Clive Barker presents Hal Masonberg's "The Plague" on the DVD cover
instead of misleading Barker fans?  Anyway, I watched Mr. Masonberg's cut, and felt deeply satisfied 
by this much more personal and character-driven version, then the one that was officially released in 
September 2006 to generally negative reviews.

The Writers/Directors cut of "The Plague" is stuffed with plenty of chilling images, including one of a 
little boy emotionlessly breaking a clergyman's neck. And thanks to Mr. Masonberg, Dee Wallace's 
role is no longer reduced to a pointless cameo as in the Producers cut. His version is almost like one role is no longer reduced to a pointless cameo as in the Producers cut. His version is almost like one 
of the good old horror movies that deal with existing social fears rather than the blood and guts filled 
"killer-kid film's" that are made today!

Later on, we went for a little walk in a nearby park accompanied by his dog Gus, a beautiful Rodesian 
Ridgeback/German Shepherd/Basset Hound mix. After a couple of ball throws for Gus, a very 
sensitive and intelligent Mr. Masonberg told me everything there is to know about his single most 



hurtful experience of his adult life, the campaign to get his version of "The Plague" released, because 
legally, he can't show this version of the film. We also talked about his working experience with director 
of photography and Academy Award nominee Bill Butler (Jaws, Grease). Last but not least he gave 
Rogue heads up about his upcoming project, "Clean" a psychological thriller dealing with personal, 
cultural and social identity. It is a series of complex, interconnected stories that move back and forth in 
time while building steadily toward its climax.  "MEMENTO meets MAGNOLIA , for those in need of a 
more commercial description" as Hal Masonberg says.more commercial description" as Hal Masonberg says.

So let's go on a journey and read what happened with "The Plague", and why writer Hal Masonberg 
ended up with exactly the kind of film he didn't want to make!

HMB: Mr. Masonberg, tell us a little bit about your background. Where did you 
grow up and what was the reason you decided to go into filmmaking?

HM: I grew up in New Jersey. I left when I was 16 and never looked back. I've 
moved around a lot since then. As for filmmaking, I've always been 
passionate about film. From as early on as I can remember. Even before I 
knew what directing was, I knew I wanted to be the guy who was telling the 
story up on the screen. For a lot of people, I think film works as an escape story up on the screen. For a lot of people, I think film works as an escape 
from daily life. And it certainly is that for me at times, no doubt about it, but 

even when I was a kid, I loved going to films that forced me --no allowed me, to think. I was lucky 
enough to grow up in the 60's and 70's so the "mainstream" films at that time were pretty incredible! 
Especially compared to what we have now. We didn't know at the time that we were in a golden age of 
cinema, but it turns out we were! That period in my life still infuses my approach to storytelling today. 
That and classic films, which I watched incessantly growing up and continue to do so today. I guess I'm 
just a good old-fashioned film geek. 

HMB: What are the movies you grew up with?HMB: What are the movies you grew up with?

HM: 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY was the film that captured me and changed my life forever. I saw it in 
its initial release and then again in its first reissue. I couldn't stop thinking about it, talking about it... I 
was also a big Charlie Chaplin fan as a kid. They showed MODERN TIMES at a local movie theater for 
a number of weeks and I went several times each weekend. I was also an avid reader so I would buy 
the paperback of the latest film, and the "making-of" book if there was one. Regardless of whether or 
not I'd seen the movie yet, and I'd consume them all. I just loved everything about film. 

HMB: I know you spent some time in Sweden. What was the reason behind your move there?HMB: I know you spent some time in Sweden. What was the reason behind your move there?

HM: Initially it was an invitation from friends. I looked into studying film there and found that I could. 
I jumped on the opportunity. I was already a big fan of Bergman films, but I also knew there was a ton 
of other fantastic filmmakers in Scandinavia that I didn't have access to. So I went there, learned 
Swedish and had a blast. And yeah, that experience still influences my own approach to filmmaking. I'd 
probably fit in much better there as a filmmaker than I do here in L.A.!

HMB: Any European filmmakers you admire and what do you see as the differences between US and 
European filmmakers/films for you? European filmmakers/films for you? 



HM: It's no secret to anyone who knows me that I'm not a huge fan of American films produced at the 
studios. For the most part, they're fairly empty, despite the big budgets and the technical expertise. I've 
worked in the Hollywood film industry now for over 18 years and my personal experience has been that 
it's almost impossible to make a film at a studio that actually reflects the vision of the writers and 
directors. So many people working in Hollywood are there because they love business, not film. But 
they have little-to-no understanding of the business they're in! If you ran a tailor shop, I'd expect you to 
know something about tailoring. If you owned a restaurant, I'd expect you to know something about know something about tailoring. If you owned a restaurant, I'd expect you to know something about 
food and appetites and ambience. It's the same with the film business. Only at the studio level, so many 
of the people working there don't have a love of cinema. Nor do they have a very deep understanding 
of the artistry behind it. There's an attitude that's rampant in Hollywood that there's only one way to do 
things. And any variation from that is wrong. There's also an assumption that the audience is not as 
savvy as the executives making the big decisions. And that's a scary thing because my experience has 
been that a lot of film execs are not all that savvy!

I haven't worked abroad, but I have friends who do.I haven't worked abroad, but I have friends who do. And it seems to me that there is a slightly different 
attitude toward writers and directors there. The types of films that can be successful in Europe are often 
more daring than what we produce here. But that said, even our worst films do business there so it's 
not like everyone's an intellectual looking for "art" films. I recently attended a British/American 
filmmaking conference as my next project is set largely in England. I asked the panel of actors whether 
they felt there was a difference between the final integrity of the films they made here in the States 
versus the films they made in England.versus the films they made in England. All of them agreed that the integrity and vision of the film and 
the filmmakers was more respected in England. BUT... they also said that there often wasn't enough 
money to shoot what was needed and those films suffered as a result. Here in the States, we have 
more money which allows you to get the takes you need. Unless you were working on THE PLAGUE!  
So I think you have to find the right balance. There are pitfalls to both. 

As for contemporary European directors I admire, Krystof Kieslowski was one of my favorite 
contemporary directors. I think THE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONIQUE and BLEU are two of the best 
films I've ever seen.films I've ever seen. And THE DECALOGUE. I wish he was still with us and making films. That was a 
great loss. I also love Kiyoshi Kurosawa. Though not European, I think he's really pushing the edge of 
films that work on a primal level. They're "felt" before they're understood. I also admire Julio Medem. 
And Isabel Coixet. I think she's just terrific. And I love that Pedro Almodovar refuses to heed the sirens 
call of Hollywood. And why should he? He has everything he needs to make the films he wants right 
there in Spain. 

HMB: Mr. Masonberg, before we get to your petition and the problems that surround "The Plague", tell 
us about your version of the film which you wrote and directed. What inspired you to write a story about us about your version of the film which you wrote and directed. What inspired you to write a story about 
kids and violence in society?

HM: My writing partner Teal and I missed seeing smart horror films. It was as simple as that. Our 
favorite horror films were all clearly reflections of fears that existed in society at the time they were 
made. And those social fears still managed to resonate no matter how many years later they were 
viewed. Somewhere in the eighties, horror in America became a genre geared toward teenagers and 
concentrated more on graphic violence and gore effects than on story, character or, in my opinion, 
anything truly horrifying or terrifying. I stopped going to horror films for what seemed like ages. So,anything truly horrifying or terrifying. I stopped going to horror films for what seemed like ages. So, Teal 
and I decided that we wanted to make a film that harkened back to those films we loved and were so 
effected by, and at the same time make the themes a reflection of our time and some of the fears we 
face today. Kids and violence in society and how we act and react out of fear seemed incredibly timely 
for us. And while writing and shopping the script, the massacre at Columbine happened and other 



school shootings, the 9/11 attacks, the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq... All the themes we were 
exploring were coming to a head right before our eyes. And I still think the Writers and Director's Cut 
of THE PLAGUE is as timely today as ever. Maybe even more so. But the producers' cut is devoid of 
those themes. It is, in essence, just another teenage horror flick. It's exactly what we DIDN'T want to 
make!

HMB: What are three Horror movies that left you thinking, asking questions and looking inward?

HM:HM: There are many, but the ones that come to mind are DON'T LOOK NOW, THE INNOCENTS, 
THE EXORCIST, ROSEMARY'S BABY, Lon Chaney's THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, the original 
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS... It doesn't take much to look into these films and the 
periods in which they were made to see what social fears they were addressing. But the best thing is 
that they still scare the piss out of you today. When Jorge was informing me that he was cutting down 
the characters and turning THE PLAGUE into a killer-kid film, he used THE EXORCIST as his 
reasoning. He claimed that THE EXORCIST was about a girl possessed by a demon. He proclaimed 
that the title of the film we were making wasthat the title of the film we were making was THE PLAGUE, not THE TOM RUSSELL STORY --Tom 
Russell being the main character in the film played by James Van Der Beek. But I couldn't disagree 
more. And this is where I get back to my earlier point about many producers working in the film 
business not understanding the very business they're working in. THE EXORCIST is not about a girl 
possessed by a demon. It's about two priests and a mother. We never spend a single solitary second 
alone with the little girl played by Linda Blair. Our entire experience of that girl is through the eyes of 
others. The first 40 minutes of that film is dedicated to Father Karras, Father Merrin and, most 
especiallespecially, Chris MacNeil, the girl's mother played by Ellen Burstyn. It's their story! This film is about a 
question of faith and a mother no longer recognizing her own daughter and feeling helpless. How 
many parents must suddenly find themselves thinking, "That's not my child. I didn't teach him or her 
how to talk like that, act like that." This girl is cursing, acting out sexually, lashing out at her family... 
Hello? If it was just a film about a girl possessed by a demon, it wouldn't have been any better than 
the dozen or so EXORCIST knockoffs that followed it! No, what happens to that little girl is frightening, 
but it hits home because we're witnessing it through the eyes of a mothebut it hits home because we're witnessing it through the eyes of a mother. Now THAT'S terrifying! Take 
out those characters and all you have are spinning heads and pea soup. Which is pretty much what I 
think of the producers' cut of THE PLAGUE. Spinning heads and pea soup. 

HMB: How much was the budget for "The Plague"?

HM: I was told three and a half million. Though I don't know if all of it ended up on the screen. Some 
questions have been raised about that.

HMB: Why did you choose Oscar nominee Bill Butler as you cinematographer?

HM: I knew Bill's work on JHM: I knew Bill's work on JAWS, ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOOS NEST, FRAILTY, so many, 
many others, but most specifically THE CONVERSATION which is one of my all time favorite films. I 
knew Bill would understand that I was not looking to make a film with lots of wild camera moves and 
quick cutting. This film was to have a slow build and allow the actors to move within the frame. I knew 
he would understand my compositions and bring a world of wisdom and knowledge to the table. Bill's 
the best. And his lighting technique is beautiful and subtle. I'm not fond of the harsh lighting of many



of today's films. There's a "slick" look that is just not appealing to me. Unfortunately, Bill was not 
allowed to color-time his work on this film so the producers' cut looks nothing like we had intended it 
to. The colors are all wrong, but worse, it's too damn bright! We chose to shoot the film brighter than 
intended for maximum detail, it's why we picked the film stock we did. So we exposed the film with 
the intention of then bringing it down several stops to create those rich, deep blacks. And this stock 
would allow for that. We were also promised a digital intermediate. That was included in the budget. 
It never happened. Bill was not invited to complete his work on this film. It's really a major insult to the It never happened. Bill was not invited to complete his work on this film. It's really a major insult to the 
man and his work. Last time I spoke to Bill, he still wanted to know if we would ever get the chance to 
color-time the film correctly. I still fully expect to pick up that phone one day soon and let him know it's 
time to finally make this film look the way it was shot to look! But for the moment, that decision lies in 
Sony's hands. 

HMB: What was it like to work with Dee Wallace and John Connolly?

HM: Dee was a champion. I'd work with Dee again in a heartbeat. In fact, I'm counting on it. The 
producers seemed to have absolutely no appreciation for what she gave to this film and that is producers seemed to have absolutely no appreciation for what she gave to this film and that is 
witnessed by the fact that most of her astonishing performance was left on the cutting room floor in 
the producers' cut. Dee is not only a team player, she's an incredible human being and an amazing 
actress. Most of the other actors were a joy to work with as well. John Connolly as the Sheriff. Here's 
an actor who I think is just fantastic and very underused. I was honored to have him in THE PLAGUE. 
Bradley Sawatzky, a local Winnipeg hire who played Deputy Nathan Burgandy... An amazing actor 
and the sweetest human being you'll ever meet. Brad Hunt who honored the film, myself, and the role 
of Sam from before we started shooting till the moment we wrapped... Josh Close, Brittany Scobie... of Sam from before we started shooting till the moment we wrapped... Josh Close, Brittany Scobie... 
There were so many incredible people on this film, both in front of and behind the camera. I was truly 
blessed in more ways than not. I only wish the film itself reflected their commitment and passion. 
That's one of the reasons it's so important to me to get the proper cut released. No one who worked 
on this film got what they wanted at the end of the day except the people who only cared about putting 
a paycheck in their pockets. And I know a few people on this production who are still fighting to get 
all of that!

HMB: What happened during post production that caused you to be HMB: What happened during post production that caused you to be 
thrown off of this project? When did you sense that you were losing 
control of your film?

HM: Well,I addressed some of this above, but I'll add a little more here. 
One of Clive Barker's producers, Anthony DiBlasi, confided in me that if 
Scott Shooman, the VP of acquisitions at Sony, got what he wanted, 
then the film would never resemble what we set out to make. This was 
once we got back to L.A. to start post andonce we got back to L.A. to start post and Anthony and some of the 
other producers had their first meeting with Shooman. Anthony wasn't 
happy. In fact, he seemed pretty scared and distraught. About a week 
later, I put in a call to Clive to let him know how the cutting was going. It 
was my understanding that Clive had final say over the cut since his 
name was gonna be above the title, although at that time we all thought it was going to be Clive 
Barker Presents THE PLAGUE, not CLIVE BARKER'S THE PLAGUE. I think that one may have even 
taken Clive by surprise!taken Clive by surprise! Anyhow, I told Clive that I had cut the first 40 minutes together and was really



happy. He wanted to see what I had done and I was eager to hear his thoughts. He asked if I thought 
I would need to do any reshoots and I told him I was hoping not to as I had been discovering some 
truly great workarounds to the footage we didn't get (our shooting schedule had been reduced from a 
supposed 28 days to a mere 20 at the last minute). We had a great chat and we hung up and I 
returned to the editing room. Next thing I know, my manager calls telling me he just got off the phone 
with Jorge Saralegui who was screaming that I had "gone behind his back" by calling Clive. All I could 
think about was how often these guys kept saying that Clive didn't know what was happening with think about was how often these guys kept saying that Clive didn't know what was happening with 
THE PLAGUE; that it was a waste of time talking to him. What I didn't see coming was that they would 
actually become frantic at the mere thought of me calling him. What were they worried I would say? 
Clive never managed to come to set while we were shooting THE PLAGUE and so I hadn't talked to 
him for several months. So far as I was concerned, it was about time I checked in. But something else 
was going on here. Something beyond my understanding of the relationship between Clive and his 
producers. I called Jorge. He admitted that he might have overreacted, but he was already in full 
defensive mode and remained cold and distant. defensive mode and remained cold and distant. 

Next thing I knew, Anthony called me to tell me Clive no longer wanted to see what I had been working 
on, but would instead wait till I was finished editing. So I asked Anthony to be in the editing room with 
me from that point on to represent Clive's interests. It was important to me that they were happy with 
the film as well. Anthony was very supportive and loved the cut that we had put together. It was still 
rough, but Anthony had told me repeatedly that I shouldn't try and complete the cut in the six weeks 
allotted. After the six weeks, then the producers get to step in and make any changes they want. But 
the plan was to continue working togethethe plan was to continue working together. As it should be. When we finished the first rough cut, 
Anthony was thrilled. He really felt like the movie was coming together. I asked him if he thought Clive 
would like it and his response was "I don't know what I'd do if he didn't!"  Turns out Clive didn't. And 
now I know exactly what Anthony would do in that situation. I was told Clive wanted me off the project. 
I tried to contact him, but my calls went unanswered. It was like walking head-first into the Twilight 
Zone. Friends disappeared into the shadows, everyone became cold and distant. Suddenly, all the 
collaboration, shared vision and hard work was tossed headlong out the windocollaboration, shared vision and hard work was tossed headlong out the window. Jorge claimed they 
were turning the film into a Killer Kid flick, which is what they claimed Sony wanted it to be, and my 
participation in the process came to a screeching halt. I knew there was more to the story than I was 
being told, but what that was I still couldn't say. It's my suspicion that there were people putting words 
in Clive's mouth that may never have actually come from there. But I don't know. 

One of the major themes in THE PLAGUE was how we react out of fear and the damage it can cause 
both internally and externally. It seemed ironic and, perhaps, grotesquely fitting that fear appeared to 
be a major driving force behind-the-scenes as well. be a major driving force behind-the-scenes as well. 

HMB: After that, were you in contact with other directors that had the same experience as you, 
meaning no final cut and being excluded from the editing process?

HM: Yeah, other directors poured out of the woodwork once I went public. You hear about this 
happening all the time, directors having films taken away from them. But I think it's more rare when it's 
a low-budget film. Though I could be wrong. Sadly, many of the directors I came in contact with chose 
to stay quiet about it. I think that's the norm. Lord knows my lawyer and agent at the time both strongly 
advised that I just "walk away". So I did. But not from the film. I walked away from them.advised that I just "walk away". So I did. But not from the film. I walked away from them. They didn't 
seem to get that it was the film itself that was most important to me. Not my career or how this film 
was gonna "help me." It's funny, you know, after I was removed I had a ton of people say to me 
repeatedly, "Yeah, but at least you got to make a film!" And I'd say, "No. I didn't."  They didn't seem to



get that having my name on a film, any film, was not what was important to me. So far as I'm 
concerned, I'll never be done making this film until it's out there as it was meant to be seen. Now that 
doesn't mean I don't move forward and keep making other films, I'm already in the process of putting 
together the next one, but THE PLAGUE is also something I'll keep working on until it's finished and 
available to the public. And by that I don't mean to suggest that the experience of making THE 
PLAGUE wasn't successful, because personally I have gotten so much out of the experience. What 
happened onhappened on THE PLAGUE defines how I will approach any film I make from this day forward, my 
attitudes toward artistic expression and the things that are most important to me. Including listening 
more closely to and trusting my gut. But the film itself, as a film, isn't finished. Not until people can 
see it as we made it. 

HMB: How did you handle this disappointing experience emotionally, and how did you overcome it?

HM: I had several friends hold me down and keep me from tossing myself out a window! Truthfully, it 
was the most painful experience of my adult life. Which I realize is really hard for some people to 
understand.understand. To lose something I had invested so much into... To be betrayed by people I had put my 
trust in... Filmmakers talk about their films being like their babies. And it's true. I know for some 
people it's hard to imagine a film being that important. But I had fought on and off for eight years to 
get this film made. I had been dreaming and struggling to do this from as early on as I could 
remember. And this was a story that was important for me to tell. And to know my name was going to 
be on a film that in no way reflected who I was and, in fact, was adding to the deluge of horrible, 
mindless horror films flooding the shelves of every corner video store... It took a long time for me to mindless horror films flooding the shelves of every corner video store... It took a long time for me to 
even start to recover. But part of the recovery process was not allowing myself to be a victim. I 
gathered the dailies that I'd kept on DVD and started putting the film together as it was intended to be. 
It was a fantastic experience in every way. Liberating and creative, exciting... It reminded me of 
exactly why I wanted to make films in the first place. Something that's easy to forget working in this 
town. I remember reading about Paul Thomas Anderson's first film SYDNEY, which was taken away 
from him, re-cut and re-titled HARD EIGHfrom him, re-cut and re-titled HARD EIGHT. I believe in the article I read that Anderson climbed into 
bed and didn't get out for six months. Exaggeration or not, I understood the feeling. Same with 
Stephen Gaghan who claimed in an article that his experience with his first directorial feature 
ABANDON was more painful than the death of his father! A pretty extreme sentence. But again, I got 
it. Here was the Academy Award winning writer of TRAFFIC, and he was ready to pack his bags and 
leave Hollywood forever. Instead, he made SYRIANA which broke all of the "rules" he had been 
taught by the studios on how you write and make a good film. He threw formula right out the window 
and made a truly extraordinary film. One he might not have made if his experience onand made a truly extraordinary film. One he might not have made if his experience on ABANDON 
had gone differently. You never know where that silver lining is until much later. And that's my attitude 
with THE PLAGUE. I'm only now just starting to see all the great things that have come and are yet to 
come out of this extremely painful experience. 

HMB: Is it true that you are still owed $70,000 in director’s fees?

HM: I deferred $70,000 of my salary. Sony now claims CLIVE BARKER'S THE PLAGUE lost upwards 
of a million dollars and therefore no money is owed to me. So I'm back at the old day job earning 
some survival money while I put the next film togethesome survival money while I put the next film together. But it does strike me as odd that the folks at 
Sony put together a cut of THE PLAGUE, marketed it to Clive Barker fans, released it straight to 
video, and then lost money. I mean, my understanding was that Sony owned the film now and knew 
what to do with it. It seems to me someone tried to sell a film to Clive Barker fans that was never 
intended to be for Clive Barker fans, though they certainly tried to pass if off as such by re-cutting the



living hell out of it, adding stock footage and recording tons of new dialogue. The irony here is that 
never seems to work and no one ever seems to learn. And the very people that the film was 
originally intended for would NEVER have rented or gone out to see a film with Clive Barker's name 
above the title. That's a very small, particular audience. And I'm not saying anything derogatory 
about that audience. It just wasn't the target audience for THE PLAGUE. And I'm talking either cut! 
But it seems the studio had a marketing plan that was more important than whether or not the film 
we had made fit into that particular strategwe had made fit into that particular strategy. So some brilliant person made the same mistake made 
by a thousand people before him and tried to change the film to fit the mold. But you know, when 
someone keeps trying to wedge the square peg into the triangle hole... You either pump 'em full of 
medication or you simply take the peg away from them and give it to someone who knows where the 
square hole is. 

HMB: The producers cut is called "CLIVE BARKER’S THE PLAGUE", how much was Clive Barker 
actually involved in the film?

HM: I met Clive maybe 5 times.HM: I met Clive maybe 5 times. And three of those times were no more than 30 seconds apiece. 
The story wasn't based on any of his work, he wasn't involved with the writing or development, he 
never visited the set and I never saw him in post. The script existed for 5 years before anyone at 
Clive's company even read it. Yet the film's titled CLIVE BARKER'S THE PLAGUE. Does anyone 
else find that a tad misleading? Clive gave me two pieces of advice: The first was that there should 
be a big scare every seven minutes. Every seven minutes! This was the day before I left to head up 
to Canada to shoot the film. First, one has to wonder if Clive had read the script cause there 
certainly weren't scares written in every seven pages! What was he suggesting here? Second, is certainly weren't scares written in every seven pages! What was he suggesting here? Second, is 
anyone else sick and tired of these ludicrous "rules" on how to make a film? It's like taking one of 
those silly connect-the-dots children's puzzles and using it as a sample of great sketch artistry.

The second piece of advice was that I should pick one or two scenes that were most important to me 
and put all my creative energy into those. The rest of the film I should shoot like a TV movie. Now I'm 
sure that was probably the best advice he could give on how to shoot a film like this in 20 days, but it 
sadly had nothing to do with how I want to make films and why I was making this one. It was more or sadly had nothing to do with how I want to make films and why I was making this one. It was more or 
less the antithesis of my approach to anything I care about. But I think if you watch the films Clive's 
directed, you may realize that, if nothing else, he at least takes his own advice. 

HMB: Mr. Masonberg don’t you think it was ironic that later on, Mr. Barker himself had to deal with a 
miseries of his own with his movie "Midnight Meat Train". 

HM: I did find that ironic, yes. Especially as he was asking fans to gather together and write 
Lionsgate in protest. I wrote a blog titled CLIVE BARKER'S KARMA? That said, I do hate to see 
anyone have their film messed with.anyone have their film messed with. Anyone. I know that film was important to Clive. But from what 
Jorge Saralegui had told me while we were shooting THE PLAGUE, he already felt like they had lost 
control of that film and had been pushed out by Lionsgate even back then. It was a bit of a sore 
subject already and they hadn't even started shooting yet. 

HMB: Mr. Masonberg what happened as you delivered "The Plague" to the editing room? 



HM: Well, there were Clive's producers Jorge Saralegui, Anthony DiBlasi and Joe Daly. Anthony and 
Joe sat quietly with their heads down while Jorge, beet red and screaming at the top of his lungs, 
called me a fucking piece of shit, threw my editing notes on the floor and claimed THE PLAGUE was 
no longer my film but his. When I confronted him with the fact that he had done the same thing to 
John Woo on BROKEN ARROW and to Jean Pierre Jeunet on ALIEN 4, his response was, "That's 
right, I did! And now I'm doing it to you!" What I was referring to was a set of stories that Jorge would 
tell ad nauseum on set claiming that John tell ad nauseum on set claiming that John Woo didn't know how to direct an action scene and was 
"shaking in his boots the whole time,"  and how Jean Pierre Jeunet didn't have a clue where to put a 
camera, etc., etc. Jorge seemed to be not only putting these filmmakers down for the very talents 
they were most renowned for, but seemed to also be suggesting that he had saved those films by 
taking them away from those directors in post. There were other directors he'd worked with that he 
didn't speak highly of, but these were the two I chose to reference in that moment. Specifically as he 
was so fond of repeating those stories with what seemed to me like rather misplaced pride. 

HMB:HMB: Your next move in the "Plague" story reminds me of a biblical fight, "David vs. Goliath". You 
started a petition and the Spreading the Plague website to get your own cut of the film released. 
When did you decide to fight back? And where you concerned that you could get "Blacklisted"?

HM: Ahhh, the age-old Hollywood blacklist... I think it was what my lawyer and agent feared. But I 
was never really concerned about that . My attitude was and still is that I have no interest in working 
with anyone who would "blacklist" me for fighting to get the proper cut of my film released. Like I said 
before, my career is not as important to me as the film I'm making. Which isn't to say I don't want the before, my career is not as important to me as the film I'm making. Which isn't to say I don't want the 
film to be successful. I do. And in fact I believe my cut of the film would have been very profitable 
were it released as intended and marketed properly. And it's my intention to prove that, even with the 
bad taste the other cut has left in the mouths of most of the folks who have seen it, if the online 
reviews are any indication. The thing is, so many folks are running around trying to be successful in 
Hollywood, but they don't seem to see that they're running scared. You don't need anyone's 
permission to make a film. Especially these days.permission to make a film. Especially these days. The studios no longer wield that threat. You want 
to make a film... Make a film! Hell, I used some of the top filmmaking software on my Macintosh in 
my living room to complete my cut of THE PLAGUE. Sure, if I want to make a $200 million film, I'm 
probably gonna need a studio behind me. But I don't need $200 million. My personal definition of 
success seems to be very different from the definition of the people who were telling me my career 
would be over if I finished my cut of the film. 

HMB: After you started your petition and your website spreadingtheplague.com, did you get any 
response from Sony or Clive Barker?response from Sony or Clive Barker?

HM: Nothing. Clive's people called my manager to ask "What the fuck?", but that was all I ever 
heard about. It wasn't until a bunch of fans started an email campaign to Sony to ask for a release 
of the WRITERS & DIRECTOR'S CUT that Scott Shooman, who had never met nor spoken with me b
efore, called my manager to find out what was happening. When I heard he called, I picked up the 
phone in the hope of starting a dialogue. He called me back a few days later and seemed rather 
irate that people who had nothing to do with THE PLAGUE were receiving hundreds of emails. He 
asked me what I wanted and I told him I wanted Sony to release the proper cut of the film. He told asked me what I wanted and I told him I wanted Sony to release the proper cut of the film. He told 
me straight up that would never happen as Sony had already lost money on the project. I reminded 
him that he was largely responsible for the cut that lost money, not me. So I said that if Sony wasn't 



interested in releasing the proper cut, then I wanted the rights to distribute the WRITERS & 
DIRECTOR'S CUT myself or take it to another distribution company. I was fine with them continuing 
to make money on their cut. I just wanted mine out there as well. I even proposed a split-rights deal 
in which they wouldn't have to put a single penny into the film, but would get a significant percentage 
of whatever profits it made. As I saw it, this was a chance for them to recoup some of that lost money 
AND satisfy the fans AND get me off their back. No go. "We don't do that." What Scott Shooman 
ooffered instead was that Sony would be willing to sell me the distribution rights to all things PLAGUE 
for $1 million. I searched my pants pockets, pulled out a couple of quarters and told him I didn't have 
enough. So the campaign continues. 

HMB: What’s important for you when you attach yourself to a project and 
what have you learned about your experience with "The Plague"?

HM: John Cassavetes once said something to the effect that you should 
pick the five most important reasons why you want to make a film. Now 
those will be the first five things they'll try and take away from you in 
Hollywood. I've learned that I should never give up anything that I don't 
think I could live without. If the film itself is what is most important to me, think I could live without. If the film itself is what is most important to me, 

then I don't hand the film over to anyone who doesn't care about it as much as I do. 

HMB: One of your upcoming directing projects is the indie feature "CLEAN". What can you tell us 
about it?

HM: When my old agent saw what happened to me on THE PLAGUE, she stated that maybe next 
time I should try and make something more commercial. I had to laugh. THE PLAGUE is probably 
the most commercial film I have in me! CLEAN is, for lack of a better term, a psychological thriller 
about identitabout identity. And I say for lack of a better term because nothing I write seems to fit snugly into any 
one genre. Even THE PLAGUE is more a drama with horror elements than what a horror film is 
thought of by today's definition of the term. CLEAN is fairly challenging in that it follows four 
interconnected characters all spiraling downward as they frantically search for some meaning to the 
question, "Who the hell am I and can I trust my own memories?" The stories move back and forth in 
time and out of sequence. I think it will be very successful on the indie circuit. It leaves a lot up for 
interpretation. Which is something I love. I found when films don't do what people expect them to or interpretation. Which is something I love. I found when films don't do what people expect them to or 
want them to, they tend to think the film is flawed. Some even get angry. I have a feeling CLEAN will 
illicit that response from some. But others will gravitate toward it and hopefully be blown away. The 
last two people who read it had two very different reactions: One claimed that it left him numb. The 
other said she starting weeping as soon as she was finished reading even though she wasn't sure 
exactly why. And I love that! I love that two people sitting next to one another in a theater could 
potentially have two completely dipotentially have two completely different reactions to the same film. I remember when I went to see 
Terence Malick's THE NEW WORLD. The friend I was with felt like the film had missed all the 
emotional beats. It left him cold. Meanwhile, I was sitting in my seat crying like a little schoolgirl. I 
thought the film was almost entirely emotional. Like the most effective poetry. I was blown away. 

HMB: Some advice for newcomers in the directing and writing world?



HM: Don't believe anything anyone tells you. Especially if they're trying to tell you what you CAN'T do. 
And decide what's most important to you and why you're doing it. And know that there are good 
people working in the film industry. They're just surrounded by some of the most dysfunctional people 
you'll ever meet! And ask yourself honestly if the people you're working with want the same things you 
do. It's not a crime to want different things. It just might mean you shouldn't be working together. And 
try and move beyond your ego. It's not good for collaboration or for creativity. 

HMB: What’s next for Hal Masonberg?HMB: What’s next for Hal Masonberg?

HM: Well, getting CLEAN made is top priority. Then another film I've been writing set in Cornwall, 
England. A really beautiful story. Also looking at putting together a web series so that I can start 
working with all the amazing actors and other talented people I know out here. There are only so 
many roles and jobs on a film. There's too much unused talent in my little circle. I can't just sit by and 
not create something designed specifically for them. And how great to work with people you love and 
admire. What could be more satisfying than that?

HMB: Please choose 5 people out of the film business (dead or alive), you want to have at your HMB: Please choose 5 people out of the film business (dead or alive), you want to have at your 
dinner Table.

HM: Ugh... I hate these questions... And can't resist them... Stanley Kubrick, David Lean, Michael 
Powell, Carole Lombard, Krystof Kielowski. All gone now. 

HMB: Any people that came along in your life you wish to give a special thanks to and credit in this 
interview?

HM: You, for one! This interview wouldn't be taking place if you hadn't been interested! And to every 
damn person who has been putting up with my endless PLAGUE campaign!damn person who has been putting up with my endless PLAGUE campaign!

HMB: Thank you so much for the interview Mr. Masonberg, and all the best for 2009 for getting your 
cut of "The Plague" released on DVD!

HM: Thank you.






































